RECOMMENDATIONS (Proposed May 19, 2021)
Individuals and businesses encouraged join the Lawrence Promise as a way to utilize signage
and show their commitment to Smart & Safe practices to prevent COVID-19.
Full guidance for PK-12 Schools and Parks and Recreation Activities remains unchanged and available at LDCHealth.org

Restaurants/Bars
 Anyone older than 5 wear a mask indoors due to
difficulty of telling who is fully vaccinated.
 Indoor capacity recommendation is 50% of the
lowest occupancy load
 Seat each dining party 6 feet apart. (Physical
barriers may be used to create a separation to
prevent virus spread between seated customers
or groups of seated customers)
 Enhanced cleaning and sanitizing of bathrooms
and other common touch points
 Prop open doors where possible to limit
common touch points
 Reservations are encouraged; parties to wait
outside to be seated
 Use contactless payment systems encouraged
 Close self-serve food and beverage stations
 Discontinue buffet service
 Remove condiments from tables
 Use paper, disposable menus
 Seat parties outdoors when possible
 Discourage seating at the bar
 Employees recommended to wear masks unless
prohibited by other safety equipment
 Employees should sanitize hands or change
gloves between each guest interaction
 Screen workers for fevers and any symptoms of
COVID
 Display of signage urging those with fever,
symptoms of COVID, or known COVID
exposure to not enter
Consider keeping a log of guests with
contact information of at least one person.

Parks and Recreation
 Anyone older than 5 wear a mask indoors due to
difficulty of telling who is fully vaccinated.
 Indoor capacity recommendation is 50% of the
lowest occupancy load
 Limit spectators at practices
 Maintain 6 feet of distance between individuals
and groups
 Pools may open
 Remove any hard-to-clean equipment (e.g. yoga
mats, foam rollers, tension bands, bleachers,
etc.)
 Place hand-washing stations or sanitizer near
practice or play areas as well as classes
 Enhanced cleaning of restrooms, doors, and
other common touch points
 Consider use of every other cardio machine /
weight machine
 Employees recommended to wear masks when
interacting with the public
 Screen workers for fevers and any symptoms of
COVID
 Display of signage urging those with fever,
symptoms of COVID, or known COVID
exposure to not enter
 Consider keeping a log of guests
 Follow KRPA and national guidelines for sportspecific modifications

Libraries
 Anyone older than 5 wear a mask indoors due to
difficulty of telling who is fully vaccinated.
 Indoor capacity recommendation is 50% of the
lowest occupancy load
 Remove cloth chairs, lounging pillows/areas and
anything not able to be easily wiped down and
disinfected.
 Ensure computers and other work areas are at
least 6 feet apart
 Maintain 6 feet of distance between individuals
and groups
 Enhanced cleaning and sanitizing of bathrooms
and other common touch points
 Disinfect books prior to re-shelving if possible
 Employees recommended to wear masks
interacting with the public
 Screen workers for fevers and any symptoms of
COVID
 Display of signage urging those with fever,
symptoms of COVID, or known COVID
exposure to not enter

